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21

Celestial Divination in Ugarit and 
Ancient Israel: A Reassessment*
JeffreY L. CooLeY, Boston College

In my previous article, I discussed the veneration 
of astral bodies in ancient Syria-Palestine, surveying 
textual and archaeological material from the Late 
Bronze and Iron Ages.1 There, I articulated the view 
that, though there was Aramean and Assyrian influ-
ence on Israelite astral worship—primarily aesthetic 
influence—that worship was grounded in the native 
religious traditions of Syria-Palestine. In this present 
article, I wish to bring that study to its real purpose, 
namely, to demonstrate that celestial divination was 
not a substantial feature of Israelite religious expres-
sion before the Babylonian exile, though astral wor-
ship was. My evidence will be archaeological, Ugaritic, 
and pre-exilic biblical material. In addition to this, 
I will outline both biblical and extrabiblical Jewish 
astrological material from the Second Temple period.

While post-exilic material might not seem immedi-
ately relevant to Iron Age practice, I believe it dem-

* Abbreviations follow Patrick Alexander et al., The SBL Hand-
book of Style for Ancient Near Eastern, Biblical, and Early Christian 
Studies (Peabody, MA, 1999), as well as The Assyrian Dictionary of 
the  Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago (Chicago, 1956–
2010). In addition to those whom I thanked in the previous article, 
I offer my sincere gratitude to Seth Richardson for his outstanding 
comments and suggestions.

1 Jeffrey L. Cooley, “Astral Religion in Ugarit and Ancient 
 Israel,” JNES 70, no 2 (2011): 281–87.

onstrates that there are no traces of a native Israelite 
celestial divination tradition and that the post-exilic 
practice was, rather, influenced primarily by methods 
and ideas common in the Hellenistic koiné.

Celestial Divination in Ancient 
Israel: Three Views

If the biblical testimony and archaeological evidence 
are to be trusted, then we can safely say astral religion 
was practiced in ancient Israel. However, whether or 
not there was a native or even an imported tradition 
of celestial divination in pre-exilic Israel has been the 
subject of much debate. Within this debate there are 
three major schools of thought.

To the first way of thinking, Israel had its own  native 
tradition of celestial divination, which was simply an 
aspect of its Syro-Palestinian religious heritage.2 To 
the second, Israel developed celestial divination under 
the influence of Assyrian/Babylonian celestial divina-
tion practices while under occupation and during her 

2 See, for example, Anne Jeffers, Magic and Divination in An-
cient Palestine and Syria, Studies in the History of the Ancient Near 
East 8 (Leiden, 1996); John S. Holladay, “The Day(s) the Moon 
Stood Still,” Journal of Biblical Literature 87 (1968): 167; Ida 
 Zatelli, “Astrology and the Worship of Stars in the Hebrew Bible,” 
Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 103 (1991): 89.
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status as a vassal.3 Scholars who accept either of these 
options often link celestial divination inextricably to 
the practice of astral religion.4 A. Jeffers, for example, 
describes this inferred relationship quite succinctly: 
“The ‘star worship’ of the Deuteronomist (i.e., Deu-
teronomy 4:19) should not be understood as worship 
of the stars per se, but as evidence that the stars and 
constellations were studied and that conclusions were 
drawn from them.”5 On the surface, the logic seems 
sound: if you believe the stars to be gods and you wor-
ship them, then it is logical to assume that they are 
sending you interpretable messages. Not only is it a 
logical (though, as I hope to show, a false) assumption, 
it is based on the Mesopotamian paradigm in which 
the two practices are often linked. The third major 
school of thought regarding the presence of celestial 
divination in ancient Israel is that Israel had neither an 
indigenous form of celestial divination, nor did it im-
port the practice before the exile. Cryer, for example, 
rejects the idea that the Israelites practiced celestial 
divination at all: “As far as astrology is concerned, there 
is not much room for doubt that the Israelites neither 
practiced it, nor, more to the point, did they have the 
resources to pursue true astrological endeavors in a 
serious way.”6 His skepticism is based, in part, on the 
fact that, in ancient Mesopotamia at least, celestial 
divination was a rather costly undertaking involving 
many professional specialists. For him, it seems un-

3 Giovanni Schiaparelli, Astronomy in the Old Testament (Ox-
ford, 1905), 51–52; Yehezkel Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel from 
Its Beginnings to the Babylonian Exile, trans. M. Greenberg (New 
York, 1972), 87, 93; Hermann Spieckermann, Juda unter Assur in 
der Sargonidenzeit, FRLANT 129 (Göttingen, 1982): 271; Rainer 
Albertz, A History of Israelite Religion During the Old Testament 
Period, vol. 1 (Philadelphia, 1994), 189–90; Matthias Albani, Der 
eine Gott und die himmlischen Heerscharen: Zur Begrundündung 
des Monotheismus bei Deuterojesaja im Horizont der Astralisierung 
des Gottesverständnisses im Alten Orient, ABG 1 (Leipzig, 1999), 
77–78.

4 Holladay, “The Day(s),” 167; Spieckermann, Juda, 271; Al-
bertz, A History, 189–90; Zatelli,  “Astrology,” 89.

5 Jeffers, Magic, 155; see also 150–51. Recently, Jeffers also 
reads Amos 5:26 as a reference to astrology (“Magic and Divination 
in Ancient Israel,” Religion Compass 1 [2007]: 638). The equation 
of ּכּיּון with the Akkadian kayyamānu (Saturn) in this verse, how-
ever, was based on a nineteenth century misreading of a passage 
in a Babylonian incantation series (see Rykle Borger, “Amos 5,26, 
Apostelgeschichte 7,43 und Šurpu II, 180,” ZAW 100 [1988]: 75).

6 Frederick H. Cryer, Divination in Ancient Israel and Its Near 
Eastern Environment: A Socio-Historical Investigation JSOTS 142 
(Sheffield, 1994), 321.

likely that Israel, a relative economic backwater, could 
ever support such a group.

Celestial Divination at Ugarit

Before investigating the problem with regard to 
 ancient Israel, I would like to explore briefly other 
celestial divination material from the Levant, specifi-
cally from Ugarit. There are only three published as-
tronomical texts known from Ugarit, one in Akkadian 
(RS 23.038), the other two in Ugaritic (KTU 1.163 
and KTU 1.78).7

RS 23.038 is a fragment of what appears to have 
been a large tablet containing solar eclipse omens in 
Akkadian.8 What remains of the obverse most closely 
resembles a solar eclipse text known from Boghaz-
köy, testifying to the international interest in Babylo-
nian scholarship during the Late Bronze Age.9 If RS 
23.038 is in fact a copy of the Boghazköy text, then we 
can assume that it contained only solar omens, since 
the latter is labeled the first tablet in a solar eclipse 
omen series (DUB.1.KÁM AN.TA.LÙ dUTU).10 Solar 
eclipses, unlike lunar eclipses, are only infrequently 
visible to observers in any place on earth and so RS 
23.038 would have had little practical value. Con-
sequently, in later Mesopotamian texts that demon-
strate the actual practice of celestial divination, they 
are commensurately rare: of the 567 astrological re-
ports recovered by archaeologists that were sent to 
the Assyrian monarch between the late eighth and 
mid-seventh centuries, only eleven make any reference 
to solar eclipses.11 That there would have been a Baby-

7 Teije de Jong and Wilfred van Soldt describe two other texts 
in Akkadian, RS 25.440A and RS 25.141 + 25.454, as astronomical 
in “Redating an Early Solar Eclipse Record [KTU 1.78]—Implica-
tions for the Ugaritic Calendar and for the Secular Accelerations 
of the Earth and Moon,” Jaarbericht Ex Oriente Lux 30 (1987/8): 
69, n. 8. Pierre Bordreuil and Dennis Pardee describe RS 25.141 
+ 25.454 as “Présages” (La Trouvaille épigraphic de l’Ougarit I 
[Ras Shamra-Ougarit V; Paris 1989]: 314). RS 25.141 + 25.454, 
however, is not an astronomical text; rather, it contains hemero-
logical omens, only one of which (1′) mentions stars in general 
(Daniel Arnaud, “Jours et mois d’Ougarit,” Studi micenei ed egeo-
anatolici 32 [1993]: 123–29). RS 25.440A, unfortunately, remains 
unpublished.

8 Daniel Arnaud, “L’edition ougaritaine de la série astrologique 
‘Éclipses du dieu-Soleil’,” Semitica 45 (1996): 7–18.

9 KUB 4 63. See Marcel Leibovici, “Un texte astrologique 
 akkadien de Boghazköi,” Revue d’Assyriologie 50 (1955/6): 11–12.

10 Leibovici, “Un texte astrologique,” 15–16.
11 Hermann Hunger, Astrological Reports to Assyrian Kings, 

SAA 8 (Helsinki, 1992) nos. 3, 47, 100, 104, 207, 280, 320, 344, 
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Celestial Divination in Ugarit and Ancient Israel F 23

lonian celestial divination text at Late Bronze Age 
Ugarit is unsurprising, since such texts were widely 
distributed in many regions participating in the Ak-
kadian koiné of that period.12 It is vital to note, how-
ever, that these mantic exports end—together with the 
widespread international use of  Akkadian particularly 
in the west—in the Late Bronze Age.13

What this text tells us of the reception of Baby-
lonian celestial divination (itself in its adolescence) 
at Ugarit is difficult to judge, especially since this is 
the only attestation to the practice among the many 
hundreds of Akkadian tablets uncovered at the site. 
Though I reject the theory that KTU 1.78 records a 
solar eclipse (see below), is it possible that RS 23.038 
was brought to Ugarit in response to an eclipse observ-
able from the city in either the fourteenth or thir-
teenth century?14 In this case, the solar eclipse omen 
text would have been imported to deal with an omi-
nous celestial phenomenon to which the natives of 
the city were unable to apply their own mantic tradi-
tions. In any case, we can say that RS 23.038 bears no 

346, 384, 502. In one of these texts (no. 100), the reference to the 
eclipse is in the apodosis rather than in the protasis (i.e., it was not 
the ominous phenomenon in this case), and in another text (no. 
320), the omen’s reference to coincidental lunar and solar eclipses 
is interpreted as simply a lunar eclipse.

12 Celestial omens have been found at Late Bronze Age Susa, 
Emar, Qatna, Alalakh, and Boghazköy. See Francesca Rochberg-
Halton, Aspects of Babylonian Celestial Divination: The Lunar 
Eclipse Tablets of Enūma Anu Enlil, AfO Beiheft 22 (Horn, Austria, 
1988), 32–35; D. Arnaud, Recherches au pays d’Aštata. Emar VI/4. 
Textes de la bibliothèque: Transcriptions et traductions (Paris, 1987), 
nos. 650–65; Ulla Koch-Westenholz, “Mesopotamian Astrology at 
Hattusas,” in Die Rolle der Astronomie in den Kulturen Mesopota-
miens: Beiträge zum 3. Grazer Morgenländischen Symposion [23.–27. 
September 1991], ed. H. Galter, Grazer Morgenländische Studien 3 
(Graz, 1993), 231–46.

13 More than half of the cuneiform texts discovered thus far in 
Canaan date to the Late Bronze Age or earlier and include “aca-
demic” material such as liver models, lexical tablets, and even a 
literary text. In contrast, the material from the Neo-Assyrian and 
Neo-Babylonian periods reflect an imperial administrative presence, 
and includes stele fragments, administrative documents, etc. For 
a complete presentation, see Wayne Horowitz et al., Cuneiform 
in Canaan: Cuneiform Sources from the Land of Israel in Ancient 
Times (Jerusalem, 2006), especially 3–25.

14 Manfried Dietrich, et al., “Sonnenfinsternis in Ugarit. PRU 
2,162 (= RS 12.61): Das älteste Dokument über eine Totaleklipse,” 
Ugarit Forschungen 6 (1974): 464–65; John F. A. Sawyer and 
F. Richard Stephenson, “Literary and Astronomical Evidence for 
a Total Eclipse of the Sun Observed in Ancient Ugarit on 3 May 
1357 B.C.,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 
33 (1970): 467–89; de Jong and van Soldt, “Redating,” 65–77.

relationship whatsoever to the sole Ugaritic celestial 
omen text (KTU 1.163, below) and that there are no 
references to the practice of celestial divination in any 
of the literature of Ugarit.15

The sole extant celestial omen text in the Ugaritic 
language is KTU 1.163, an extremely fragmentary 
tablet that contains the remains of a mere fourteen 
lines (seven per side):16

KTU 1.163 (RIH 78/14)17

1 hm . b ḥd[ṯ].  If, on the (day of) the new moon  
y[-].[ . . . . .]r˺šn. ykn  [ ] there will be poverty [ ].18

2 hm. yrḫ . b ‘l[y]h. w pḥm  If, when the moon rises, it is red,
3 n‘mn. ykn [b?]h  there will be happiness in it (the  

    month).
4 [hm.] yrḫ . b ‘lyh. [- - -]q  [If], when the moon rises, [ ],19

5 [       ] bhmtn. tḫ lq  [and . . . ], cattle will perish.
6 [       ]yh. w pḥm  [If, when the moon ris]es, it is  

    red,
7 [        ] qbṣ t [ ]  a reunion(?).
8ʹ [                   ] ḫlq  [                 shall] perish.
9ʹ [        ] ḥdṯ . yrḫ . bnšm.  [           ] the new moon, the  

    moon is among “the men”(?),20

10ʹ [     ] . thbẓ n  [         ] will strike it down.
11ʹ [     ]ym. yh. yrḫ .  [        ]YM YH the  

kslm. mlkm tbṣrn   moon KSLM, kings will spy.

15 This contrasts with the Mesopotamian case, where several 
 important literary works include references to celestial divination, 
including the Enūma Eliš and Erra and Išum. See Benno Lands-
berger and J. Kinnier Wilson, “The Fifth Tablet of Enuma Eliš,” 
JNES 20 (1961): 154–79, as well as Jeffrey L. Cooley, “‘I Want to 
Dim the Brilliance of Šulpae!’ Mesopotamian Celestial Divination 
and the Myth of Erra and Išum,” Iraq 70 (2008): 179–88.

16 Pierre Bordreuil and Andre Caquot, “Les textes en cunéi-
formes alphabétiques découverts en 1978 à Ibn Hani,” Syria 57 
(1980): 352–53, photo 369, fig. 5; Manfried Dietrich and Os-
walt Loretz, Mantik in Ugarit: Keilalphabetische Texte der Opfer-
schau, Omensammlungen, Nekromantie, mit Beiträgen von Hilmar 
W. Duer beck, Jan-Waalke Meyer, Walraut C. Seitter, ALASP 3 
(Münster, 1990), 166–67; and D. Pardee, Les Textes Rituels 2, Ras 
Shamra – Ougarit XII (Paris, 2000), 860–62.

17 Translation and text are based on Pardee’s reconstruction in 
Textes Rituels 2, 859.

18 According to Dietrich and Loretz, in every case where the -n 
suffix is used, the noun to which it is attached is the first word in 
the apodosis (Manfried Dietrich and Oswalt Loretz, “The Syntax 
of Omens in Ugaritic,” Maarav 5–6 [1990]: 106).

19 Pardee (Textes Rituels 2, 856) suggests reading w yrq ‘it is 
 yellow/green.’ Cf. Dietrich and Loretz, Mantik, 191–92.

20 Pardee (Textes Rituels 2, 866) interprets bnšm as the first word 
of the apodosis, rather than the last word of the protasis.
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12ʹ [hm. ] ṯlṯ. id. ynphy.  [If] the moon appears three  
yrḫ . b yrḫ . aḫrm  times21 in the month, (and)  
   afterwards

13ʹ [   ]lt . mẓrn ylk  [   ]LT, rain will flow.
14ʹ [hm .] kbkb. yql. b ṯlṯm. [If] a star falls on the  

ym mlkn. [      ]  thirtieth day, the king [      ].

A single new moon omen (l. 1) is followed by sev-
eral omens regarding the appearance of the moon at 
its rising (ll. 2–7); additionally, another new moon 
is mentioned later in the text (l. 9ʺ).22 Aside from 
the new moon and the reference to the thirtieth day 
of the month, there are no other references to lu-
nar phases.23 KTU 1.163 lacks the organization and 
the  sophistication of then-contemporary and later 
Akkadian sources, employing no obvious principle 
of arrangement. This absence of organization is a 
characteristic it shares with teratological omens from 
Ugarit (KTU 1.103 + 1.145.2324). While it is difficult 
to assess the level of depth of such a fragmentary text 
in terms of organization, systematization, and com-
pleteness, it is hard to imagine that any single tablet 
could supply the comprehensive lists of omens nec-
essary to be useful for anything more than amateur 
celestial divination. Furthermore, the fact that among 
the many hundreds of texts from Ugarit KTU 1.163 
is the sole example of a native celestial divination text 
should indicate the practice’s ancillary place among 
the city’s mantic conventions.

Although KTU 1.163 is fragmentary, we can 
nonetheless draw some conclusions, though they are 
admittedly very tentative. Though some very loose 
parallels between KTU 1.163 and canonical Mesopo-
tamian celestial omens can be made, our present text 
is profoundly different from Mesopotamian sources in 
ways that suggest a lack of practical applicability. It is 
a disorganized, solitary attempt. Professional celestial 
divination, as known from Late Bronze and Iron Age 
Mesopotamia, is fairly comprehensive in the scope of 
celestial phenomena treated, and this required dozens 
of thematically organized tablets covering a robust va-

21 Though id normally occurs as a temporal adverb, in this con-
text it is a separate word; in KTU 1.18 IV 23 it occurs as ṯlṯid. ‘l. 
udn, ‘three times on the ear’ (Pardee, Textes Rituels 2, 869; Dietrich 
and Loretz, Mantik, 180). The precise meaning of the root phy is 
not entirely clear in this context. If it indicates the first appearance 
of the moon in a month, then it is an impossible protasis, which is a 
well-attested feature of Mesopotamian omens, of course.

22 Pardee, Textes Rituels 2, 863.
23 Ibid.
24 Pardee, Ritual and Cult at Ugarit, SBLWAW 10 (Atlanta, 

2002), 135.

riety of possible (and impossible) celestial phenomena. 
The impression one takes from KTU 1.163 is that it 
is simply a short list of common celestial mantic lore. 
There is little reason to believe that it is representative 
of a lost textual or oral tradition.

The second and last Ugaritic text, the highly con-
troversial KTU 1.78, is only six lines long.25 This tiny 
monster has generated an enormous amount of sec-
ondary literature and has been interpreted as either a 
record of the heliacal setting of Mars or of the sight-
ing of Mars during a solar eclipse. Neither of these 
interpretations is certain by any means.

KTU 1.78 (RS 12.061)26

1 b ṯṯ. ym ḥdṯ  During the six days27 of the new  
  moon (festival) of

2 ḫyr. ‘rbt  Hyr, the Sun
3 špš ṯġrh  set; its gate28

4 ršp  was Resheph.

25 Charles Virolleaud, “Les nouvelles tablettes de Ras Shamra 
(1948–1949),” Syria 28 (1951): 25–26; Anton Jirku, Der Mythos 
der Kanaanäer, (Bonn, 1966), 36; Otto Eissfeldt, “Die keil-
alphabetische Texte aus Ugarit,” Archiv für Orientforschungen 
16 (1952/3): 119; Joseph Aistleitner, “Ein Opfertext aus Ugarit 
(No. 53.) mit Exkurs über kosmologische Beziehungen der ugari-
tischen Mythologie,” Acta Orientalia (Hungary) 5 (1955): 22; 
John Gray, The Legacy of Canaan, 2 (Leiden, 1965), 194; Johannes 
C. de Moor, review of Anton Jirku, Der Mythus der Kanaanäer, 
Bibliotheca Orientalis 26 (1969): 103; Manfried Dietrich et al., 
“Sonnenfinsternis in Ugarit”; Johannes C. de Moor, An Anthol-
ogy of Religious Texts from Ugarit, NISABA 16 (Leiden, 1987), 
164, n. 56; Sawyer and Stephenson, “Literary and Astronomi-
cal Evidence,” 467–89; Samuel E. Loewenstamm, Comparative 
Studies in Biblical and Ancient Oriental Literatures, AOAT 204 
(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1980), 31; Alan Cooper, “MLK ‘LM: ‘Eternal 
King’ or ‘King of Eternity’?,” in Love and Death in the Ancient Near 
East: Essays in Honor of Marvin J. Pope, ed. John Marks and Rob-
ert Good (Guilford, 1987), 5; de Jong and van Soldt, “Redating,” 
67; Dietrich and Loretz, Mantik, 39–85; Pardee, Textes Rituels 1, 
416–27; Gregorio del Olmo Lete, Canaanite Religion According to 
the  Liturgical Texts of Ugarit (Bethesda, 1999), 350–51.

26 Text and translation based on Pardee’s handcopy (Textes Ri-
tuels 1, 271).

27 Since ṯdṯ is the ordinal for the number six in Ugaritic, b ṯṯ . ym 
cannot be read as “on the sixth day.”

28 Many interpret ṯġrh as “gatekeeper” (e.g., Pardee, Textes 
 Rituels 1, 419; Dietrich and Loretz, Mantik, 49) primarily because 
they understand ršp as an astral body. Given the lack of certainty 
regarding this identification as well as the meaning of the preced-
ing verb ‘rbt, it makes the most sense to translate the word as either 
‘her/its gate’ (ṯġr with the 3.f.sg. poss. suffix) or “into the gate” 
(ṯġr with the directive -h).
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5 kb ˹d˺m. t˹˺bqrn  They should examine livers:29

6 skn  danger(?).

Jeffers cites this text (though, surprisingly, not KTU 
1.163; RS 23.038 was not yet published) as evidence 
of “astrology” at Ras Shamra.30 Though KTU 1.78 
does seem to point to some sort of celestial observa-
tion, this alone does not equal astrology or celestial 
divination. Indeed, several readings of the tablet con-
clude that, whatever the observed celestial phenom-
enon was, that phenomenon was not interpretable in 
and of itself. Rather, it needed to be interpreted via 
hepatoscopy.31

In judging the significance of celestial divination 
at Ugarit, it is important to compare the few astro-
logical texts discussed above with testimony and evi-
dence from other divinatory methods at the site. It 
is significant that these other methods, even if not 
well-represented textually, nevertheless show a level 
of textual sophistication or practical application well 
beyond that found in KTU 1.163. They included 
teratology, and, above all, hepatoscopy—for which 
there is significant textual and archaeological evi-

29 Pardee reads ˹w a˺dm and thus translates, “Les hommes 
s’enquerront auprès du gouverneur,” meaning that the official 
should find appropriate experts to determine the significance of the 
phenomenon (Textes Rituels 1, 417, 426–27). I believe KTU 1.78 
best resembles KTU 1.143, a liver model on which there is inscribed 
a brief description of a hepatoscopy.

30 Jeffers, Magic, 148–49. She also offers KTU 1.19 II 2–3, 6–7 
and IV 37–38, noting that Paghit’s “knowing the course of the 
stars” (yd‘t hlk. kbkbm) “seems to be part of the normal accomplish-
ments of well-brought up people (women?)” (p. 149). But Paghit’s 
epithets must be considered together: she both tkmt my, ‘shoulders 
water’, and ḥspt. lš‘r. ṭl ‘gathers dew from barley/hair/fleece.’ As 
one “who knows the course of the stars,” Paghit is familiar with the 
proper stars associated with the rainy season. Because the epithets 
are used in the context of drought, they would highlight her knowl-
edge of the agricultural situation. H. L. Ginsberg noted that the 
activities mentioned in Paghit’s epithets were “apparently forms of 
weather-wisdom bordering on divination” (“Ugaritic Myths, Epics, 
and Legends: Aqht,” ANET, 153 nn. 32, 36). In the Bible, too, the 
stars are occasionally related to weather phenomena, especially rain 
(e.g., Judg. 5:19–20a; Ps. 148:3–4; Job 37:9–11). In Mesopotamia, 
it appears that, although agricultural activity could be astronomi-
cally scheduled, as in the Sumerian Farmer’s Instructions, the appro-
priate celestial observations were simply done by the farmer himself, 
and not by a diviner (Miguel Civil, The Farmer’s Instructions: A 
Sumerian Agricultural Manual, Aula Orientalis, Supplementa 5 
[Barcelona, 1994], 31, ll. 38–39). In light of all this, Paghit’s epi-
thets seem to concern water-gathering rather than divination.

31 See, for example, Dietrich et al., “Sonnenfinsternis in Ugarit,” 
464–65; de Moor, Anthology, 261–62; de Jong and van Soldt, 
 “Redating,” 68–69; and Dietrich and Loretz, Mantik, 60–61.

dence. Twenty-two models of exta are known from 
Ugarit from the so-called “diviner’s house.” (includ-
ing the inscribed liver models KTU 1.141, 1.142, 
1.143, 1.144, 1.155, and an inscribed lung model, 
1.127).32 This preference for hepatoscopy in the Late 
Bronze Levant is borne out in the few cuneiform texts 
discovered thus far in Canaan. Three inscribed and 
three uninscribed fragmentary liver models dating to 
roughly the Old Babylonian/Middle Babylonian peri-
ods have been discovered at Hazor.33 Taken together, 
this would indicate that here as well, hepatoscopy was 
practiced and taught. Though we are extremely lim-
ited by the lack of archival discoveries, no celestial 
divination texts have been discovered in Bronze Age 
Canaan, neither as Babylonian imports in Akkadian, 
nor in cuneiform alphabetic texts.

In regard to the mantic environment at Ugarit, 
though the data are meager, a few observations can 
be made. There seems to have been a very modest 
 attempt at celestial divination at Ugarit. Nonethe-
less, I assume that the many hundreds of Ugaritic 
and  Akkadian texts uncovered at the site are a rep-
resentative sample and are indicative of the overall 
mantic situation. Thus, based on the number of texts 
and their lack of practicality and sophistication, I must 
conclude that celestial divination was barely relevant 
at Ugarit.

Archaeological Evidence for Celestial 
Divination in Syria-Palestine

Some scholars have suggested that a series of bone 
plaques discovered at various Iron Age sites in the 
southern Levant could have been used for  celestial 

32 J.-C. Courtois, “La maison de prêtre aux modèles de poumon 
et de foies d’Ugarit,” Ugaritica 6 (1969): 101–16; Manfried Diet-
rich and Oswald Loretz “Beschrifte Lungen- und Lebermodelle aus 
Ugarit,” Ugaritica 6 (1969): 166–79; Dietrich and Loretz, Mantik, 
5–38; Pardee, Textes Rituels 1, 707–11; Pardee, Textes Rituels 2, 
766–76, 811–12.

33 Benno Landsberger and Hayim Tadmor, “Fragments of 
Clay Liver Models from Hazor,” Israel Exploration Journal 14 
(1964): 201–18; Horowitz, Cuneiform in Canaan, 66–68; and, 
most recently, Wayne Horowitz et al., “Hazor 17: Another Clay 
Liver Model,” Israel Exploration Journal 60 (2010): 133–45, esp. 
134–35 (photo and drawing) and 139–40 (discussion): interest-
ingly, Hazor 17 includes two crescent moon signs on the liver be-
ing described. While the editors of that model posit a relationship 
between celestial omens and the crescent moons that appear on the 
model, the fact remains that the moons appear on the liver in ques-
tion and not in the sky.
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divination.34 These small bone plaques typically have 
thirty drilled holes and have been understood as 
 calendars. Tufnell believes the calendars (together 
with other sculpted bones artifacts) were used in 
divination, an explanation based on comparison with 
similar artifacts used by the Matabele in Africa.35 Even 
if we acknowledge the validity of the comparative eth-
nography in this case (that the associated sculpted 
bones were used for divination), that does not mean 
the calendars were used for divination as well. Further-
more, even if we accept that the calendars were used 
in divination, they could have been used for hemero-
logical or menological rather than celestial divination. 
In short, archaeologically speaking, there is no hard 
evidence for celestial divination in Syria-Palestine—
though one must ask what archaeological evidence 
of the practice would include (other than texts) if it 
did exist. Artifacts that survive that might have aided 
in celestial observation (such as an elevated viewing 
area) or celestial calculation (such as a sun dial or water 
clock) would have many other practical applications, 
even if they could be identified with certainty among 
archaeological remains.

Celestial Divination in the Hebrew Bible

Many scholars, both ancient and modern, have sug-
gested that there are oblique allusions to celestial 
divination in the Hebrew Bible. In the 13th century 
c.e. midrashic collection Yalqut Shimoni, the rabbis 
associated Joseph’s astral dream in Genesis 37:9–10, as 
well as Jacob’s blessings to the twelve tribes in Genesis 
49, with the zodiac.36 Modern scholars have focused 
on other pericopes, such as Joshua 10:12c–13c, the 
 famous passage in which Joshua orders the sun to 
stand still so the Israelites can finish their slaughter of 
the routed Amorite army. Both Holladay and Walton 
have offered less-than-convincing arguments in favor 
of Israelite use of divination in this passage.37 Large-
ment understands Numbers 24:17b–18 (Balaam’s 

34 See Nili Fox, “A Bone-Carved Calendar?” in Tel ʿAroer: An 
Iron Age II Caravan Town and a Roman Settlement in the Negev. 
Avraham Biran (1975–1982) and Rudolph Cohen (1975–1976) 
Excavations, ed. Yifat Thareani (Jerusalem, 2011), 255–58, 468.

35 Olga Tufnell, Lachish II. The Iron Age: Text (London, 1953), 
382–83, and Lachish III. The Iron Age: Plates (London, 1953), Pls. 
37: 3, 15, 17; 55: 27, 28; 56: 23; 57: 28.

36 Yalkut Shimoni (Leviticus 418).
37 Holladay, “The Day[s],” 166–78; John Walton, “Joshua 

10:12–15 and Mesopotamian Celestial Omen Texts,” in Faith 
Tradition and History: Old Testament Historiography in Its Near 

unwilling prediction of the downfall of the Trans-
Jordanian states to an emerging Israelite monarch, 
using an astral metaphor for kingship) as drawing 
on celestial divination terminology.38 Gaster main-
tains that the same passage is an overt description of 
a real observed celestial phenomenon together with 
its  interpretation.39 Loretz sees fragments of Israelite 
celestial divination in Joel 2:10, 3:3–4, and 4:15.40 
There is not space in this study to address these sug-
gestions, which are, overall, profoundly speculative.41

There are, in fact, only two indisputable mentions 
of celestial divination in the Hebrew Bible: Isaiah 
47:13 and Jeremiah 10:2–3a. The first of these explicit 
references, addressed to the daughter of Babylon (Isa-
iah 47:1), is situated within Deutero-Isaiah (47:13):

ֹ֣ב ֲעָצָתִ֑יְך יַַעְמדּו־נָ֙א ְויֹוִׁשיֻעְ֜ך (ָהְברּו) [הְֹבֵר֣י]  ִנְלֵא֖ית ְּבר
ֹ֖אּו ָיב ֵמֲאֶׁש֥ר  ֶלֳחָדִׁש֔ים  מֹֽוִדיִעם֙  ַּבּכֹ֣וָכִב֔ים  ַהֽחִֹזים֙   ָׁשַמִ֗ים 

ָעָלִֽיְך׃

“Wearied by so much of your advice, why don’t 
you let them stand up and save you – those who 
chart the sky, who observe the stars, those who 
announce the new moons – from the things that 
will happen to you!”

Jeffers notes that the phrases ַהחִֹזים ַּבּכֹוָכִבים ,הְֹבֵרי ָׁשַמִים, 
and מֹוִדיִעים ֶלֳחָדִׁשים are not terms whose origin can be 
found in Akkadian.42 However, she argues that be-
cause of this they are native Israelite technical terms, 
ignoring the context of the passage entirely. While 
they are Hebrew terms, they are also transparent de-
scriptions of the activities involved with celestial divi-
nation. While they could be technical designations, 
Jeffers’s argument (that, because they are not loan 

Eastern Context, ed. Alan Millard et al. (Winona Lake, IN, 1994), 
181–90; see also Jeffers, “Magic and Divination,” 638.

38 René Largement, “Les oracles de Bileʿam et la mantique 
suméro-akkadienne,” in École des Langues Orientales Ancienne de 
l’Institut Catholique de Paris – Mémorial du Cinquantenaire, 1914–
1964, Travaux de l’Institut Catholique de Paris 10 (Paris, 1964): 
37–50.

39 Theodore Gaster, Myth, Legend, and Custom in the Old Testa-
ment: A Comparative Study with Chapters from Sir James G. Frazer’s 
Folklore in the Old Testament (New York, 1969), 306–309.

40 Oswalt Loretz, Regenritual und Jahwetag im Joelbuch: 
Kanaanäischer Hintergrund, Kolometrie, Aufbau und Symbolik 
eines Prophetenbuches, UBL 4 (Altenberg, 1986), 103–105.

41 See Jeffrey L. Cooley, Poetic Astronomy in the  Ancient Near 
East: The Reflexes of Celestial Science in the Literature of  Ancient 
Mesopotamia, Ugarit and Israel (Winona Lake, IN, forthcoming).

42 Jeffers, Magic and Divination, 154.
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words or calques from Mesopotamian terminology, 
they must indicate a full-blown native tradition) is 
simply illogical. Indeed, rather than ridiculing the Ju-
dahites for the practice, the author of Isaiah 47:13 is 
derisively addressing the Babylonians (47:1). Here, 
as he does on other occasions, the author lampoons 
what he considers to be a specific characteristic of 
Babylonian religion.43 In no way does this refer to 
Israel engaging in celestial divination.

In the second passage, Jeremiah 10:2–3a, too, the 
biblical author is referring to a foreign practice—and 
here he actually warns Israel against adopting it:

ּוֵמאֹתֹ֥ות  דּו  ַאל־ִּתְלמָ֔ ַהּגֹוִים֙  ֶאל־ֶּדֶ֤רְך  ה  ְיהוָ֗ ָאַמ֣ר  ֹ֣ה׀   ּכ
ַהּשַָׁמִ֖ים ַאל־ֵּתָחּ֑תּו ִּכֽי־יֵַחּ֥תּו ַהּגֹוִי֖ם ֵמֵהָּֽמה׃

ִּכֽי־ֻחּקֹ֥ות ָהַֽעִּמ֖ים ֶהֶ֣בל

“Thus Yahweh has said: ‘You should not learn 
the ways of the nations, nor should you be 
worried by the signs of the sky because the 
nations are worried by them, since the customs 
of the peoples are worthless.’”

In contrast to the very specific Isaiah 47:13, in Jer-
emiah the nations who “are worried by the signs of 
the sky” are not identified. But, since the nations of 
 Mesopotamia were most often connected in antiq-
uity with celestial divination, we should assume here, 
too, that this refers to Babylon. In any case, it is cer-
tainly not Israel. Clearly, Jeremiah is concerned that 
his brethren are attempting to acquire foreign knowl-
edge. The passage does not appear to be a polemical 
characterization of a rejected native Canaano-Israelite 
tradition but a rejection of a truly foreign practice. 
Furthermore, as indicated by the grammar of the pas-
sage (which uses the negative ַאל plus the jussive rather 
than the stronger, prohibitive לֹא plus the imperfect), 
this is not a prohibition but a significantly softer ad-
monition within a prophetic rather than a legal con-
text. If celestial divination were a concern deriving 
from Canaano-Israelite custom in Iron II  Judah, we 
would expect to see an outright prohibition in Deuter-
onomy rather than an off-the-cuff admonition within 
prophetic literature.

To summarize, in the only two clear cases of  celestial 
divination in the Hebrew Bible (Isaiah 47:13 and Jer-
emiah 10:2–3a), the practitioners of celestial divina-
tion are not Israelites but foreigners. Thus, the case for 
native or imported celestial divination is  entirely dif-
ferent from that of other forms of divination in ancient 

43 For example, Isa. 44:25; 46:1–2, 7.

Israel, which, even if their practice is never described 
in the Hebrew Bible, are nevertheless explicitly forbid-
den in the list of prohibited diviners in Deuteronomy 
18:10–12. Celestial divination, not mentioned in this 
rather detailed and specific list, is not forbidden—it 
is merely mocked and chided as an ineffectual foreign 
practice. Here, tremendous insight into our problem 
can be gained by this noteworthy ellipsis in the bibli-
cal text. Unlike astral religion, which is framed by 
the biblical authors as a foreign practice that is nev-
ertheless observed by Israel, celestial divination, also 
seen as a foreign tradition, is not actually employed 
by anybody except foreigners. Even if there were 
significant syncretism with astral aspects of Assyro-
Babylonian religion, this does not necessarily indicate 
that Assyro-Babylonian celestial divination traditions 
were imported in conjunction with them. Indeed, 
Neo-Assyrian texts indicate that celestial divination 
was a secretive practice, not only guarded by the state 
for purposes of making policy decisions,44 but also, 
and more importantly, by the scribes themselves as a 
matter of protecting their guild’s secret knowledge.45 
After the Babylonian cultural koiné of the mid-second 
millennium during which a wide variety of Mesopo-
tamian scholarship was exported, Mesopotamian ce-
lestial traditions only began to move across cultural 
boundaries again, it seems, in the Persian period.46

44 In SAA 16 65, the writer informs Esarhaddon that, to his 
 horror, a goldsmith hired a skilled Babylonian to educate his own 
son in multiple forms of restricted scholarship, including celestial 
divination, without royal consent; see Mikko Luukko and Greta 
van Buylaere, The Political Correspondence of Esarhaddon, SAA 
16  (Helsinki, 2002), 64–65. See also Beate Pongratz-Leisten, 
Herrschaftswissen in Mesopotamien, SAAS 10 (Helsinki, 1999), 
298–99; and Alan Lenzi, Secrecy and the Gods: Secret Knowledge 
in Ancient Mesopotamia and Israel, SAAS 19 (Helsinki, 2008), 
154–56.

45 Lenzi, Secrecy and the Gods, 67–121. For a contrasting and 
highly speculative opinion on the exportation of Babylonian astro-
nomical practices, see Baruch Halpern, “The Assyrian Astronomy 
of Genesis 1 and the Birth of Milesian Philosophy,” Eretz Israel 
27 (2002): 74–83, and “Late Israelite Astronomies and the Early 
Greeks,” in Symbiosis, Symbolism and the Power of the Past: Canaan, 
Ancient Israel and Their Neighbors from the Late Bronze Age through 
Roman Palaestina. Proceedings of the Centennial Symposium, W. F. 
Albright Institute of Archaeological Research and American Schools 
of Oriental Research. Jerusalem, May 29–31, 2000, ed. William 
Dever and Seymour Gitin (Winona Lake, IN, 2003), 323–52.

46 The spread of Babylonian traditions in this period was in many 
ways a result of its democratization; see Francesca Rochberg, “The 
Cultural Locus of Astronomy in Late Babylonia,” in Die Rolle der 
Astronomie in den Kulturen Mesopotamiens: Beiträge zum 3. Grazer 
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When taken in light of the flimsy material from 
Ugarit, it seems to me most likely that Israel did not 
have an indigenous form of celestial divination. Sup-
porting this is the biblical testimony, which neither 
 depicts Israel engaged in the practice, nor does it out-
law it. In spite of evidence for some unsophisticated 
mantic experimentation at Ugarit, the Israelites did 
not practice celestial divination, simply because there 
was essentially no such practice in their Canaanite re-
ligious heritage. Furthermore, there is no evidence 
that they adopted any such foreign tradition before 
the exile.

Jewish Astrology in the Second Temple Period

Though the pre-exilic biblical texts provide no solid 
evidence for Israelite celestial divination, we know that 
at least some Jews in the Hellenistic period engaged in 
various forms of astrology. Of course, the post-exilic 
attitude toward the practice was most often negative, 
and can undoubtedly be traced back to the prophetic 
warnings against such foreign practices (Isaiah 47:13 
and Jeremiah 10:2–3). This negative assessment of 
 celestial divination and astrology was  expressed ex-
plicitly in the post-exilic period in the book of Daniel 
(2:27; 4:4; 5:7, 11) as well as in pseudepigraphi-
cal  literature (1 Enoch 8:3; Jubilees 12:16–18; and 
Sibylline Oracles 3:220–26). Perhaps, however, the 
ambiguity of the biblical warnings and the lack of 
an outright prohibition against the practice left the 
door open for “faithful” Jewish experimentation. This, 
coupled with the demise of Israelite astral religion 
during the exile and the commensurate triumph of 
monotheism within Judaism, meant that Jews could 
conceivably look to the one God’s heavens for guid-
ance without being accused of astral apostasy vis-à-vis 
Deuteronomy 4:19. Whatever the case, by the first 
century b.c.e. astrology had entered some quarters of 
Jewish intellectual and religious life.

Evidence of Jewish astrological practice at this time 
is demonstrated by two fragmentary texts from Qum-
ran (4Q186/4QCryptic/4Q Zodiacal Physiognomy47 

Morgenländischen Symposion [23.–27. September 1991], ed. Hannes 
Galter, Grazer Morgenländische Studien 3 (Graz, 1993), 31–46.

47 John Allegro, Qumran Cave 4.I (4Q158–4Q186), DJD 5 
(Oxford, 1968), 88–91. For a discussion of this text’s similarities to 
and relationship with classical and Babylonian sources, see Mladen 
Popović, Reading the Human Body: Physiognomics and Astrology in 
the Dead Sea Scrolls, STDJ 67 (Leiden, 2007), 103–18.

and 4Q318/4QZodiology + Brontology ar48) and a 
recently rediscovered pseudepigraphical work (Trea-
tise of Shem).49 Though undeniably reframed within a 
Jewish context, none of these works can be traced di-
rectly to earlier Mesopotamian sources, nor do any of 
them show independence from Hellenistic astrological 
practice. Thus, they do not evince either Iron Age 
Israelite celestial divination nor do they show continu-
ity with Assyro-Babylonian celestial divination from 
the same period. The impressive parallels to MUL.
APIN-style astronomy evidenced in the Astronomical 
Book (AB) of 1 Enoch do, however, show a signifi-
cant reliance on Babylonian practice. But, as has been 
recently demonstrated in Ben-Dov’s thorough analy-
sis, the Jewish borrowing of Babylonian astronomical 
methods must date to the Hellenistic period.50 We 
must ask ourselves: if there were a native or imported 
tradition of celestial divination in Iron Age Israel, why 
did later Jewish astrology seem to have to rely on 
 Hellenistic traditions?

Conclusion: Astral Religion and Celestial 
Divination in Ancient Israel

It is clear that Iron Age Israel had a tradition of astral 
religion that was simply part of its ancient roots in the 
Levant, as is amply attested in both Iron Age material 
remains as well as biblical testimony. Astral religion, in 
this sense, was just like other ancient  Canaanite tradi-
tions that the biblical authors dismissed and  derided 
as foreign. It might seem odd to us, but in spite of 
the antiquity of astral religion in ancient Israel, ce-
lestial divination does not seem to have been part 
of Israel’s religious tradition. Material from Ugarit 
shows that any celestial divination in Syro-Palestine 
in the Bronze Age was nothing more than immature 
speculation, while the biblical text provides evidence 
only for foreign practice. Furthermore, when, after 
the Iron Age, Jews did engage in forms of astrology, 

48 For discussion and bibliography, see Jonas C. Greenfield and 
Michael Sokoloff, “4QZodiology and Brontology ar,” in Qumran 
Cave 4.XXVI: Cryptic Texts and Miscellanea. Part 1, ed. Stephan 
Pfann, et al., DJD 36 (Oxford, 2000), 259–74.

49 James H. Charlesworth, “Rylands Syriac MS. 44 and a New 
Addition to the Pseudepigrapha: The Treatise of Shem, Discussed 
and Translated,” BJRL 60 (1978): 376–403; and James H. Charles-
worth and James R. Mueller, “Die ‘Schrift des Sem’: Einführung, 
Text und Übersetzung,” ANRW II (1984) 20/2: 951–87.

50 Jonathan Ben-Dov, Head of All Years: Astronomy and Calen-
dars at Qumran in their Ancient Context, STDJ 78 (Leiden, 2008), 
286–87.
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those forms were basically Jewish adaptations of Late 
Babylonian or Hellenistic practice and show no Is-
raelite or Neo-Babylonian/Neo-Assyrian legacy. The 
paradigm in which astral religion and celestial divina-
tion are necessarily linked by us moderns in ancient 
Israel is ultimately and understandably based on the 
Mesopotamian model. But we should, perhaps, cite 
another parallel. We know, for example, that in Egypt, 
though astronomical calendars were used in support 
of astral cults since the Predynastic period, there was 

no native tradition of celestial divination. Indeed, the 
first indication of any form of celestial divination in 
Egypt does not appear until the Hellenistic period, 
when Late-Babylonian and Greek astrology were in-
troduced.51 In the southern Levant, this seems to have 
been the case as well—the first indisputable evidence 
of Jewish astrology occurs only at Qumran.

51 Ronald Wells, “Astrology,” Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient 
Egypt, (Oxford, 2000) vol. 1: 142.
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